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Benjamin is a  French-Australian Entrepreneur, an expert in innovation, management 
and HR. 

Benjamin began his career as an Attraction Manager at Disneyland Paris and soon 
found out that culture and people were the key to an efficient organisation.   

He soon left this position to set up his first company, C3job, in Sydney, Australia, a 
job board specialised in customer relations.  

After having sold his first company, he co-founded Inside HR, the first consulting 
company dedicated to employee well-being and engagement. Simultaneously, he co-
founded the first co-working space  in Sydney. 

After several years managing his 300 employee company, with clients from across 
the Asia-Pacific region, Benjamin decided to sell his shares to travel the world.   

Upon returning to France, for what was supposed to be just a few months, he ended 
up starting a new adventure, taking over Technoraid, a Rally-raid competition stable, 
and maker of the 4 wheel drive 400hp Renovatio.

At the same time, Benjamin started to give talks all over the world about Generation Y and 
innovation & change management. He launched several blogs about intergenerational 
management, managerial innovation, innovation culture and startup spirit; for example 
hrhacking.com.  

Benjamin is also the curator of Creative-Day, an annual event about corporate innovation 
culture, and is an investor in the bay of Saint Michel Ecopark located in Normandy. 

Today, Benjamin works with executives and managers to help them understand current 
cultural changes and how they might impact management, innovation and HR.  

Under the collective company name of Trendemic and Glukoze, he assists companies in 
transforming constraints into opportunities in the new social world. 

Using his experience as an international entrepreneur, Benjamin is also involved in 
lectures and consulting on varying subjects relating to change, such as managerial 
innovation, innovation culture, remote management, HR-Hacking, startup spirit and 
radical/disruptive innovations etc.
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Innovation genome

1 – Culture   
– Your DNA : (G)eography, (A)nalytics, (T)echnology et (C)ulture 
– Deciphering and sequencing your company's DNA (terminal, instrumental and transformational values) 
– Going beyond these values to communicate a vision  
2 – Secret sauce and unfair advantage 
– Identify, develop or invent your secret ingredient based on your company's DNA 
– Create stories, rituals and heroes 
– Differentiate yourself from your collaborators before your clients  
3 – Trendability  
– Identify key trends – A raw material as any other 
– From detection to assimilation : The trendability experiment 
– Trendability tool : Trendstorming 
4 – Talents / appetencies  
– The appetence approach (Talent) and its value in management 
– The four 'creative' types you find in a team 
– How to manage a creative team 
5 – Leadership 
– Overcoming barriers to creativity and creating an innovation culture 
– Making your managers accountable for innovation 
– Management innovation, presentation on the 6 circles (trust....innovation) 
6 – From product to Solution 
– From the 4Ps marketing framework to the SAVE model (moving your business model from product/service-
oriented to solution-oriented 
– Build your proposal using the Blue Ocean strategy 
7 – Client surprise (Leapgrogging) 
– How to set yourself apart from the competition and make your competitive advantage difficult to copy 
– The elements of client surprise – 21st century Customer Relationship Management (Lego, Pixar)

This conference or workshop sets out the open source approach we use when advising our clients

DNA

Genome
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Raising awareness amongst managers - adapting management practices to changes in social behaviours and values

Cultural dimensions

Managerial innovation circles

Managerial Innovation 

Sequence Content

Introduction
> Why have yesterday's management solutions become today's problems in the VUCA world. 
> Management is not a technology you have to update anymore. It’s something else… 
> Stories from my Australian and French companies

1 - Changes that impact 
management

> Environmental-related changes : societal (immediacy...), cultural (emotion...), technological (Cloud...), 
economical (freemium...), and environmental (circularity...)  
> Socio-cultural changes: changes in social values and cultural traditions which impact management 
practices and business models.

2 - Origins and principles of 
current management practices.

> Cultural evolution and the rising trend of new 21st century social values. 
> The 6 value systems in today's businesses (tradition, power...)  
> Current managerial practices : limitations and risks for businesses 
> Explanation of these value systems from a cultural dimension (see diagram top right)

3 - Managerial innovation
> Leaders don’t do Powerpoint and Managers don’t have good ideas!   
> Presentation of the 6 circles of management innovation  
> How to measure their impact on your organisation.  
> Practical demonstrations (tools/methods) for each circle.

4 - Where do you start?
> Identifying your weaknesses.  
> Transitional steps towards management innovation.  
> Transition leverages 
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Understanding the different types of innovation and their varying requirements in terms of methodology, 
people-power and thought processes

The four stages of innovation

Sequence Content

Introduction > My franco-Australian entrepreneurial journey from disruption to radicality 
> Discovery of the four types of innovation based on my own personal experience

1 - Disruptive and radical 
innovation

> The four types of innovation and what each one represents as a strategic choice:  
- Continuous or incremental: functionality, cost, expansion 
- Adjacent: cross-pollination (outside-inside), new markets (inside-outside) 
- Disruptive: accessibility, simplicity, commodity 
- Radical or breakthrough: surprising your customers with something different        

2 - New ideas and us

> Understanding why it is difficult to come up with new ideas 
- Our brain, shortcuts and conditioning: Neuroscience 
- Fear of failure or ridicule: iconoclast, 'ratatouille prize' 
- Proven successes : Nespresso, Technoraid 
- Our education, values and status: challenging social pressures

3 - Coming up with radical and 
workable ideas

> Asking oneself 'What if' and using Blue Ocean Strategy to find ideas beyond your usual market/
products/services. 
>  Can we go one step further than the blue ocean and perhaps find a pink ocean? 
> Making unexpected connections thanks to 'trend groups' 
> Testing the limit of your ideas with various techniques

4 - Executing your radical idea
-> Understanding why radical ideas rarely go beyond the office kettle - organisational, human and 
managerial restraints 
-> The innovation Startup approach: Ideas are for losers! Only execution counts

Décalage  et quête de surprise

 Disruption and breakthrough innovation 6

The four types of innovation

Continuous Adjacent Disruptive Radical

The aforementioned elements are based on my own experiences, researches, and clients
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Demonstrating how present-day generational, cultural and value changes have turned yesterday's 
management solutions into today's problems 

Value systemsSequence Content

Questions to the audience
> How would you describe Generation Y/Z-specific behaviours ? 
> How do they compare to those behaviours demonstrated by people in their forties 
and fifties ?

1 - Generations

> Intergenerational = an economic, demographic or cultural approach ? 
> Generational identifiers (qualifications, values, expectations, ways of life, future 
visions...) 
> Limitations in using identifiers such as age brackets (stereotypes, prejudices) – 
does this mean the end of the generational approach ? 

2 - Value systems

> Differing value systems and understanding the importance of recognising them. 
> The 6 value systems in business (tradition, power, order, success, balance and 
freedom). 
> Individual profiles for each value system - a personnel and professional 
perspective. 

3 - Cultural cursors 
> Cultural components (vocabulary, rituals, heros, icons). 
> Useful cultural dimensions in management (authority, time...) 
> Case study example – LVMH and a reflection on new generation values.

4 - Tensions and 
misunderstandings

> Understanding the causes of tensions (time-management, working habits, 
hierarchical relationships). 
> Examples of cultural misunderstandings related to evaluation, recognition... 
> Negative perceptions between different generations and their resulting 
ramifications.

Intergenerational management

Management?
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What is it? What is its purpose?

Trendstorming allows you to directly involve your staff 
in identifying and understanding changes directly 
affecting their jobs and the company. 

This inclusive approach allows everyone to play a part in 
all stages of the change process, meaning nobody gets 
left in the dark.

Designed by Benjamin Chaminade, Trendstorming is a fun 
and pragmatic approach to help identify emerging trends.   

Trendstorming combines a deck of 'trend' cards with tailor-
made exercises to help participants identify trends and then 
reflect upon how they might incorporate them into their day-
to-day business activities.

Decipher trends in operational practices

Establish an innovation culture in your organisation

Reinvent you management, commercial practices etc.

Surprise your customers and set yourself apart from the 
competition

Trendstorming allows you to…

 

Demography

Environment  
& Energy

Economy

Society

Technology

Trendstorming uses 5 types of trends:

Trends and  'trendability' 

This conference/workshop was developed by Canal + and allows attendees to identify and utilise sector-specific trends 
to help them find new work methods, proposals etc.

Not to do list

Toolbox
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Introduction. Google, Uber, Criteo, Homejoy…successful and not-so-successful business startups. 

1 – Startup – definition, BS and self-assessment 
> Cultural dimensions of a startup company : Exploration, collaboration, boldness, curiosity, sociability and a bit of Bullshit 
> Self assessment – analysing your department to decipher your startup DNA 

2 – Agile startup companies «a la startup» 
> Open-source tools and methods that allow you to take a fresh look at hierarchy and management  
> The six circles of management innovation 
> How startup companies develop initiative, speed and risk cultures 

3 – Lean startup philosophy 
> Lean startup basic principles : the learning organisation  
> Lean canvas principles : organisations that can foresee the future 
> Tools : Minimum Viable Product (MVP) / Pivot : companies which try yet fail often (but quickly to reach a long term goal) 

4 – Promoting intrapreneurship 
> Rethinking sociability and friendliness - encouraging staff to identify and share their ideas. Identifying personal aspirations 
and using them in the creative process . 

5 - Developing creativity  
- Developing a culture of creativity and empowerment. 
- Reflecting on past practices to free oneself from the ruling business norms (using the Ocean Blue strategy) – exclusion, 
reinforcement, creation.

Based on my experience as a startup business owner, investor and young entrepreneur adviser, I was the 
first person to develop the 'startup spirit' phenomenon, even before I had the opportunity to apply it in a 
business setting, such as L'oréal and Alcatel-Lucent.

Startup spirit

Startup spirit

L’uberisation
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Sequence Content

1 - Why is empathy becoming 
such an important factor 
within society and businesses.

> Empathy is fast becoming a social issue : In 2007 President Obama condemned 
the lack of empathy present in the United States following hurricane Katrina.  
Facebook has even proposed to design an 'empathy' button and is looking to 
change its public profile to reflect current events.  
- Buzz phrases such as 'empathy marketing' and 'the empathy war' are also 
seeing the light of day.

2 - Understanding empathy 

> How to understand others and avoid being judgmental 
- Identifying ones own feelings and prejudices 
- Learning how to communicate your understanding of these two things. 
- Staff and customers – empathy concerns everyone 

3 - Outrospection

> How to approach the subject of empathy using examples of current mass 
empathy movements: 
- Twitter hashtags 
- The human library, the parent circle, the roots of empathy.....so many examples 
which demonstrate just how much of an impact empathy is likely to have on 
future generations, as well as on your staff and customers

4 - Developing empathy with 
customers and staff

> Understanding the professional values of your staff 
> Looking at how startups approach the subject of customer relations 
> Empathy tools used in Service Design – making a positive difference to your 
customers and staff  

Empathy card

I developed this talk for Brittany's Regional Development and Innovation Agency and the French Department for 
Education.  It looks at the reasons why empathy is becoming such an important subject for businesses, and the 
methods by which it can be implemented.

Empathy & Business

Values & empathy
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Sequence Content

1 - The future of work is 
already here

> «The future is already here – it's just not evenly distributed» - William Gibson 
> Instead of imagining what could be the future of work, look at what is being 
done now in Startup or asian companies

2 - VUCA World

> Volatility : Relationships are primordial to employee engagement and finding 
new opportunities 
> Uncertainty : Helping your employees to think of their job and skill trends with 
no fear 
> Complexity : Encouraging collaboration to deal with it together  
> Ambiguity : Work on what is not : meaning

3 - New work values  
> What are the world’s up-and-coming values? Is your Leadership embracing them or 
ignoring them? 
> What 

4 - A day in the life of Milo, 
worker of the future

> Milo’s day is based on examples of companies that are already using futuristic 
business practices : unlimited annual leave policies, peer-to-peer engagement, 
bitcoin salaries 
> Future of work, organisation and business 

5 - Where is the best place to 
start?

> Waiting is not the only option to travel to the future 
> Three steps to help you transform your work practices

This talk was developed for Chanel, Allianz and a French business leaders organisation (DCF).  It looks at the 
changes which are happening now and already influencing the future of work

The future of work 11

MiIo’s day

VUCA

The aforementioned elements are based on my own experiences, researches, and clients
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New business models

Sequence Content

1 -  Cultural (R)evolution
- A look at the changes in corporate values (cf page 4) 
- An explanation of the 4 cultural dimensions resulting from these changes (see 
diagram opposite)

2 - The rise of barbarians and… 
«care bears»

- From (A)irbnb to (Z)appos – who are the barbarians  ?  
- The rise of social business models («Care bear» startups) 
- Understanding startup spirt using 5 dimensions (Sociability...)

3 - Disruptive innovation 
- A look at the four key types of innovation and how they relate to business models 
- The key considerations when creating a disruptive business model : accessibility, 
simplicity, affordability and community

4 - New business models
- The basis of 'new' economic business models : trust, emotion and attention   
- Step by step guide to reinvent your business model 
- Deciding which strategy to follow when you are facing disruption

> Outline of current changes which justify the need for you to revisit your value proposition. 
> A look at the practical tools and methods you can use to guide and encourage participants towards business model change.

Business models & strategy

Business model
wheel
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Sequence Content

1 - The end of half measures

> Digitalisation promises one thing....and then the complete opposite.  On the one hand businesses are led to 
believe that riding the transformation wave will be lucrative in the long run. On the other hand research 
focuses on the possible personal repercussions of doing such a thing, touting depression, alienation, low self 
esteem and poor concentration as possible pitfalls.  

> By putting ourselves somewhere in the middle of these two extremes,  we can begin to reflect on 
transformations already taking place. This can help us learn how not to fall into the trap of  becoming mere 
commodities to serve automated processes, or risk becoming disconnected professionals still living in the 
pre-internet/mobile telephony/social media era.

2 - 4 transformations 

> The utopian digitalised working world is already a work in progress : a look at the transformations already 
taking place in start-up businesses and international companies. 
> New values in the workplace (Freedom)   
> Professional culture in the staffroom - the speed of change (see diagram opposite) 
> Digitising the human brain – the average good and the really bad

3 - Homo digitalis

> Old-school : Someone who believes solely in their own vision and only uses technology so as not to be seen 
as being left behind  
> Disconnected : Someone who shies away from using the internet   
> Tech commodity : A professional who has been eaten alive by technology. Tech for the sake of tech 
> Homo digitalis : A generalist AND specialist, curious about the world AND with marked personal interests, 
knowledgeable AND passionate, independent AND a team player.....this person uses technology quickly and 
efficiently to achieve a fixed objective. 

4 - How kick start my own 
personal transformation?

> Human/Digital = Two sides of the same coin (S.Jobs, L.Page...) 
> New skills are needed : Concentration, selection, differentiation  
> Digitalisation brings human limitations to the fore – like going abroad may highlight limitations in your 
foreign language skills 
> The challenge of continually reinventing oneself at the same time as your company is undergoing 
transformation : The Zuckerberg challenges

Homo Digitalis

This intervention has been developed for numerous companies in the tech industry.  It looks at addressing the following question : 
How does a company help employees to reinvent themselves when their workplace is undergoing transformational change?

Digital transformation / Human transformation

4 Transformations
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Raise awareness amongst HR professionals  and managers about the most important HR issue of the 21st century. 
Stop hiding behind unemployment figures, the biggest talents have seized power!

Reasons for leaving 

Retention / Engagement

Sequence Content

Introduction - One upon a time there were 3  stone carvers…  
- How engagement has become the most important HR matter 

1 - From retention to 
engagement

> We don’t just want people to stay, we want them to stay engaged. It’s not a matter of simply saying 
it but a question of the time and energy they are ready to invest  
> Retention and engagement metrics 
> Great-place-to-work-washing is like green-hashing: it’s over 

2 - Staying or leaving? The wrong 
question

> Do you know how much energy your employees are ready to invest in their work, efforts, training 
and so on? 
> What are you doing about loss of motivation and disappointment?

3 - Committed or involved? 
What a good question!

> Engagement is a mix of commitment and involvement…  
> Commitment : In a job or a project. Building expertise 
> Involvement : In a temp or a company culture . Building a career 

4 - Engagement creation
> The 1 to1 approach (including values- and new sources of motivation . 
> The cultural approach according to authority, time, emotion and fear of the future 
> The HR approach : Attraction + Recruitment + onboarding + Management + L&D

5 - Conclusion
> Stop making your emplies leave before talking of engagement 
> Go beyond the basics as Satisfaction and Engagement Survey, best practices or employer branding 
> Upgrade your level of knowledge of generation values and motivation sources

14Engagement
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HRHacking integrates Human Resources and the results-oriented culture.  This employee and client-centred approach 
enables the HR function to become a more strategic business «contributor» and not just a simple business «partner». 

HR HACKING missions

Growth Hacking funnel

Sequence Content

Hackers are no longer internet 
pirates

> A hacker is an inquisitive person with a limited budget.  Their skills span the marketing, 
neuroscience, web development and data analysis fields and their sole objective is to grow 
their business quickly and as cheaply as possible.

HRHacking basics: Growth 
hacking

> Acquisition: Attract talent like a magnet (Spotify, Amazon) 
> Activation: Buy your competitor an employee at the same time (Tesla, InsideHR...) 
>Retention: Keep your staff happy (Facebook, my little Paris...) 
> Referral – Use HR as a source of growth (Ideo, Google) 
> Income: HR have an important role to play in sales (Evolution, Glucoze...)

The four pillars of HRHacking
> Neurosciences and Gamification  (DDB/Candy Crush)  
> Smart Data (Gild, Myjobcompany) 
> Technology (Mya, Marine nationale) 
> Trends (P&G)

Quelques exemples.
> «Black Team» to forecast disruptions 
> Training offered to clients 
> Recruitment campaign for alumni employees 

Conclusion
> Do it simply and quickly 
> Aim for efficiency, not just effectiveness. 
> Measure, measure, measure

15HRHacking
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Cognitive Biases

Capitalising on your errors

Sequence Content

1 - Why mistakes are still 
considered as negatives

>>> From error to failure   
> Once upon a time, Alexander Fleming didn’t do the dishes… 
> Differences between failure (Opposite of success), error (To be mistaken) and fault (Disobeying a rule) 
> Culture and personality. Are mistakes considered the same ?  
> Error, education and management

2 - Errare Humanum Est
>>> Our brain is misleading us 
> We can think sticks are snakes (harmless), but rarely that snakes are sticks (deadly)  
> 175  cognitive biases in 4 categories for only 1 brain  
> Negative emotions associated with error that a manager has to acknowledge (Anger, fear, sadness)  
> Reactions when facing error (Hide it, minimise it, reject it or accept it) 

3 - Error is in your 
company’s future

>>> Mistakes are going to be more and more likely to happen 
>  You can’t rely as much on experience in a digital transformative world  
> With «VUCA» you can’t wait before taking action

4 - Error Management 
Culture

>>>> Make mistakes acceptable and shareable 
> Anchoring a positive valorisation of failure in your culture and managerial principles  
> Anticipating threats of mistakes with the engagement of your team 
> Accepting mistakes as being part of the change and learning processes 
> Integrating risk-taking and mistakes in your performance review as a way to grow

16

Adopting an «Error Management Culture»
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Error Management Culture

Anticipate AcceptAnchor Learn

The aforementioned elements are based on my own experiences, researches, and clients



Failure benefits

Failure valorisation

Handling failure with resilience

Sequence Content
1 - Why is failure still considered 
as negative

>>> Why is this so difficult to deal with failure?  
> What do Evan Williams from Odeo, Travis Kalanick from Scour and Reid Hoffman from Socialnet have in common?  
> Differences between failure (Opposite of success), error (To be mistaken) and fault (Disobeying a rule) 
> Is failure considered the same all over the world? 

2 – Surviving failure
>>> Understanding and analysing our natural reactions to failure. 
> Natural reactions to failure (The Godzilla, the hummingbird, the rabbit in the headlights and the phoenix responses) 
> Our perception facing failure (culpability, shame, frustration, pondering…) 
> Consequences of undervaluing failure for your company and collaborators.

3 - Failure benefits

>>> Personal benefits of failure 
> Boldness : Trying new things without fear 
> Learning : Developing new skills and knowledge 
> Discernment : Knowing which wave to catch 
> Resilience : Having more grit and being more positive  
> Humility : Learning to let go, being modest and developing wisdom  
> Serendipity : Finding what you were not looking for 
> Reorientation : Refocusing on your strengths and talents

4 - Companies valuing their 
collaborators’ failures

>>> How some companies value failure 
> Anchoring a positive valorisation of failure in their DNA and managerial principles   
> Anticipating failures before any engagement using the «Pre Mortem» method 
> Integrating risk-taking and failure in their recognition and promotion practices 
> Sharing failures to foster co-learning and developing collective intelligence with «REX», « failure walls », etc. 
> Organising failures celebrations to share them and learn throughout the organisation

Workshop exercices
1 - Share an ambitious failure 
2 - How did you feel about it ? Godzilla, hummingbird, deer or phoenix?  (from 1 to 5) 
2 - Pre Mortem. What did you learn ? What are you going to do next time?  

Making failures positive to develop personal progress and collective innovation

Benjamin Chaminade 2019
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